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Lorna Byrne
We are children of the stars.
This is our legacy and our
heritage. In the history of
the cosmos, Earth is a young
planet. Our souls, on the
other hand, have been
around forever and will
continue to be around
forever. Thus Earth is not
our only home. We have
lived many lives in unusual
environments before
deciding to journey here and
learn the lessons of Earth.
After our schooling is
completed on this planet, we
will journey onward to
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discover new worlds to
explore.The memories of
these soul journeys are
recorded in our
subconscious, and in Legacy
from the Stars hynotherapist
Dolores Cannon shows that
they can be retrieved
through regressive hypnosis.
She reports dramatic cases
where the subjects relived
other lifetimes in strange
environments -- inhabitants
of other planets. After
reading her latest book, you
may agree that "we are all
extraterrestrials," and Earth
is merely a stop-over in our
long adventure.
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We’ve all heard stories of
people who’ve experienced
seemingly miraculous
recoveries from illness, but
can the same thing happen
for our world? According to
pioneering biologist Bruce
H. Lipton, it’s not only
possible, it’s already
occurring. In Spontaneous
Evolution, this worldrenowned expert in the
emerging science of
epigenetics reveals how our
changing understanding of
biology will help us navigate
this turbulent period in our
planet’s history and how
each of us can participate in
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this global shift. In
collaboration with political
philosopher Steve
Bhaerman, Dr. Lipton invites
readers to reconsider: •the
"unquestionable" pillars of
biology, including random
evolution, survival of the
fittest, and the role of DNA;
•the relationship between
mind and matter; •how our
beliefs about nature and
human nature shape our
politics, culture, and
individual lives; and •how
each of us can become
planetary "stem cells"
supporting the health and
growth of our world.By
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questioning the old beliefs
that got us to where we are
today and keep us stuck in
the status quo, we can
trigger the spontaneous
evolution of our species that
will usher in a brighter
future. .
Bestselling author and
spiritual leader Lorna Byrne
teaches you to have more
compassion and love for
yourself and to see the love
all around you—perfect for
those who have gained
insight from such bestselling
authors as Louise Hay and
Doreen Virtue. Lorna Byrne
sees angels and speaks to
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them every day. She sees so
much more than angels,
though: she sees love as a
physical force, emanating
from those she observes. In
this inspiring book, Lorna
reveals what angels have
taught her about love and
how we can unlock the love
stored within all of us. While
we can’t destroy or diminish
this love, we can release
more of it and love others
and ourselves more fully.
With her unique insight into
love, she has also created a
seven-day program with
exercises you can do each
day in order to have more
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self-appreciation. By the end
of the program, you will not
only feel more love in the
universe, but you will also
have a greater
understanding of yourself
and your inherent inner
power.
My Whispering Angels is the
extraordinary story of an
ordinary Irish wife and
mother blessed with an
incredible gift. Francesca
faced the dawn of the new
millennium debilitated by illhealth and despair, without
any hope or faith in her
future. This was until the
loving angels and spirits that
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she remembered watching
over her as a young girl
returned to save her in
adulthood. We are taken on
a wondrous journey of selfdiscovery as Francesca
describes how her angels
helped her to recover from
her illness and led her to a
profound spiritual healing.
The angels taught her how
to use her gift to help others
and to use her insight to
guide them to lives enriched
with hope and purpose.
Francesca's remarkable
story is a testament to the
transformations that can
occur if you open your eyes
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and your heart to hope.
Paper Daughter
The Veil
The True Power of Water
Angels in My Hair
My Whispering Angels
Practicing Compassion for
Yourself and Others
There are a lot of
gratitude books out there,
but none quite like this,
which comes with actual
gifts: a sign, a totem, an
answer, and a present from
the natural world! Most of
us believe we can think
our way out of problems.
We believe that if we just
exert enough mental
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effort, we will pull up a
solution to whatever ails
us. And that has gotten us
nowhere. So in this book,
we’re going to forget
thinking . . . and start
thanking. This playful but
easy practice has the
power to reconnect us with
our true nature. When we
observe the world from a
place of gratitude, when
we use our attention to
spot beauty and gaze at
wonder, we tune in to a
frequency of magic. This
joy channel is the most
powerful on the planet and
has the capability to
radically change our
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lives. Brazen gratitude
provides a portal—an entry
point—straight into the
heart of the field of
infinite possibilities
described in Pam Grout’s
bestseller E-Squared. It
enables you to align with
the spaciousness of the
cosmic energy field, the
spaciousness that makes
your life a love-shining
prism. Thanking puts you
on an energetic
frequency—a vibration—that
calls in miracles and will
make you rich (in spirit),
happy, and madly in love
(with life). This book
also offers a different
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perspective on abundance,
which is not just
financial capital. It
shows readers how to grow
and expand creative
capital, social capital,
rip-roaring good times
capital, and much, much
more!
In this uniquely
fascinating book, worldrenowned psychic Sylvia
Browne recounts her
aptivating life as a
clairvoyant, telling of
her earliest "readings" as
a young child in Kansas
City, and of her first
contact with "Francine",
her spirit guide. In
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engrossing detail, Sylvia
tells how her "gift" has
assisted police
departments in their
search for missing
children and dangerous
criminals -- and how her
predictions of deaths,
plane crashes, and
momentous world events
were sometimes heeded -or tragically ignored. But
more than anything else,
this is the remarkable
story of one woman's
psychic odyssey, for it
offers illuminating
insight into how we can
better understand
ourselves and our own
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psychic abilities.
INTERNATIONAL BETSELLER •
In this uplifting
autobiography, a modernday Irish mystic shares
her vivid encounters and
conversations with the
angelsand spirits she has
known her entire life.
With an afterword on
angels and America and a
bonus chapter on how to
connect with your angel
Lorna Byrne physically
sees and talks with angels
every day and has done so
ever since she was a baby.
As a young child, she
assumed everyone could see
the angels who always
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accompanied her. Adults,
however, were often
skeptical, concerned that
Lornadid not seem to be
focusing on the world
around her. Today, sick
and troubled people from
all around the world are
drawn to her for comfort
and healing, and
theologians of different
faiths seek her guidance.
Angels in My Hair is a
moving and deeply
inspirational chronicle of
Lorna’s remarkable life
story. Invoking a
wonderful sense of place,
she describes growing up
poor in Ireland and
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marrying the man of her
dreams—only to have the
marriage cut short by
tragedy. Angels in My Hair
has garnered overwhelming
responses from readers
from many walks of life,
giving them hope and
helping them to realize
that no matter how alone
they might feel they
always have a guardian
angel by their side.
A collection of children's
stories by international
bestselling author Lorna
Byrne. Lorna Byrne says we
all see angels when we are
young children, but are
gradually conditioned to
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screen them out. Here, for
the first time, she has
written stories, inspired
by real life, of seven
children whose lives were
transformed and made
better by their
interaction with their
guardian angels. Among
these, there is a story of
a little girl called Suzy,
paralysed from birth and
unable to play with other
children. Angels play with
her and bring her great
happiness. In another
story a little girl called
Emma is mean to her
classmates and gets her
little brothers into
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trouble at home. Her
guardian angel gradually
prompts her towards a more
harmonious and happy life.
Tommy feels he is an
outsider because he is no
good at football. Then
with his guardian angel's
loving help and attention,
Tommy scores a brilliant
goal! Lorna began telling
stories to her daughter
Aideen at an age when,
like all children, she was
beginning to focus far
more on the material world
and less on spiritual
influences. These stories
are written to show
children the ways in which
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they can ask for help from
their guardian angels and
perhaps even to catch a
glimpse of them.
Angelic Akashic Records
An Isolated Incident
Stairways to Heaven
Love From Heaven
A Memoir
Prayers for Help and
Blessings, Prayers of
Thankfulness and Love
In the 1960s, legendary
hypnotherapist Dolores
Cannon began working with
patients who had smoking and
eating issues. When taken
deep into their
subconscious, a surprising
thing happened. No matter
their class, creed or
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religion, clients from all
over the world kept saying
the same thing: “I came here
to raise Earth’s vibration"
Upon returning to full
consciousness this was
something of a confusion to
people at the time
especially prior to crossing
the great marker in 2012
when earth moved into a much
higher photonic area of the
cosmos changing the
magnetics and many other
elements that trigger our
DNA and consciousness. This
book acts as a 360* dotconnector, giving a beginner
to master level explanation
of the Starseed phenomenon,
which is currently exploding
globally and where it has
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developed to since. It links
together various information
and insights spiritually,
metaphysically and
scientifically so that the
phenomenon can be broken
down into disparate parts
and understood from a very
unique vantage point as a
connected whole. This book
offers the why, who, how,
when, and where. For a very
long time humanity has been
kept in the dark about its
spiritual and cosmic
inheritance. Who would do
such a thing and what would
they gain from such an
endeavour? In an age of lies
everything has become a
conspiracy theory and the
truth is far stranger than
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fiction. We are not having a
global awakening, but a
remembrance of who we really
are, a return to our true
selves. We are from the
stars and we are not alone.
Angels In My Hair is the
autobiography of a modern
day mystic, an Irish woman
with powers of the saints of
old.When she was a child,
people thought Lorna was
'retarded' because she did
not seem to be focussing on
that was around her. Lorna
remembers seeing not just
the world around her but
seeing, equally vividly,
angels and spirits. For many
years she assumed everyone
saw the same.As Lorna tells
the story of her life,
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growing up in a poor family,
later working in Dublin,
marrying and experiencing
family tragedy, the reader
meets, as she did, the
creatures from the spirit
worlds who also inhabit our
own - mostly angels of an
astonishing beauty and
variety, including the
prophet Elijah and an
Archangel - but also the
spirits of people who have
died.Today, it is not only
the sick and troubled who
come to visit Lorna, looking
for healing and consolation,
but theologians of different
faiths and the head of a
religious order in Rome
travel to see her for
guidance and spriritual
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insight.This remarkable
document is the testimony of
a woman who sees things at
the far end of the spectrum,
beyond the range of our
everyday experience.
Lorna Byrne has helped
millions of people around
the world by calling on them
to realise that they each
have a guardian angel and by
showing them that can ask
for help from God and the
angels. Lorna is often asked
for help on how to ask and
how to pray, so in this new
book she gives detailed
advice and also includes
prayers for different
occasions. She says:
'Sometimes our prayers are
so focussed on asking for
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things, we forget to listen
out for what God, the angels
and our love ones are trying
to tell us. God always has
this abundance of blessings
prepared for us, small
blessings and great
blessings. He wants to give
every individual great lifechanging blessings,
beginning when that
individual is born. God will
do everything to make it
happen, but He will never
infringe on an individual's
free will, which a good
reason for us to engage
intelligent conversation
with him - listening as well
as asking - in prayer.'
A 15-year old girl is
murdered in Seward Island,
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Washington.
The True Story of a ModernDay Irish Mystic
How Not to Get Sucked into
an Intellectual Black Hole
How to Master the Most
Important Skill for Success
Believing Bullshit
A Christmas Message of Hope
from the Angels
Understanding Who We Are,
How We Got Here, and What
May Lie Ahead

The tenth-anniversary edition of
the book that changed lives in
profound ways, now with a new
foreword and afterword. In 2006,
a groundbreaking feature-length
film revealed the great mystery
of the universe—The Secret—and,
later that year, Rhonda Byrne
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followed with a book that
became a worldwide bestseller.
Fragments of a Great Secret
have been found in the oral
traditions, in literature, in
religions and philosophies
throughout the centuries. For the
first time, all the pieces of The
Secret come together in an
incredible revelation that will be
life-transforming for all who
experience it. In this book, you’ll
learn how to use The Secret in
every aspect of your life—money,
health, relationships, happiness,
and in every interaction you have
in the world. You’ll begin to
understand the hidden, untapped
power that’s within you, and this
revelation can bring joy to every
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aspect of your life. The Secret
contains wisdom from modernday teachers—men and women
who have used it to achieve
health, wealth, and happiness.
By applying the knowledge of
The Secret, they bring to light
compelling stories of eradicating
disease, acquiring massive
wealth, overcoming obstacles,
and achieving what many would
regard as impossible.
Dear Reader, I am honored that
you have picked up The True
Power of Water. In a world of no
mistakes, it is not by coincidence
that you and I are embarking on
this journey. The words and
pictures you are about to see will
open a new world of possibilities
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for you -- just as my research
has done for me. In this book
you will learn of the unique
properties of water and its ability
to improve your health and your
life. You will see the effect each
of us has on water -- not only the
water we drink but also the water
that makes up 70 percent of the
human body and, most
importantly, what happens to
that water as we interact with
each other. 2005 marks the
beginning of the United Nations
Decade of Water. It is our
individual responsibility to learn
all we can about water, the most
precious resource on our planet,
and to help shift the
consciousness through our
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thoughts, through our words and
prayers, and through our
commitment to respect each
other with love and gratitude.
May our understanding of water
help bring peace to all
humankind. Masaru Emoto
An original ebook from the
internationally bestselling author
of A Message of Hope from the
Angels. Irish mystic and
internationally bestselling author
of A Message of Hope from the
Angels, Lorna Byrne has been
seeing angels her whole life. In
this ebook original, Byrne
reveals a special type of angel,
the blessing angel, that only
appears during the holiday
season. These angels offer us
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new beginnings and infuse us
with faith that makes the
connection among our soul,
heart, and mind stronger—no
matter what our religion. And
when they touch us, they help us
to realize how truly blessed we
are. Lorna shares what she sees
the angels doing at this time of
the year to help us appreciate the
important things in life and to
infuse us with the angel’s
messages of hope.
In his best-selling books and
hugely popular “Notes from the
Universe” daily e-mails, Mike
Dooley teaches that the first step
in changing our lives is to
understand the nature of our
very presence here on earth —the
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truth about who we are, how we
got here, and the power we
wield. Ultimately, Mike teaches
that we are divine, eternal
creators for whom all things are
possible, here by choice, and we
shape all of our life’s
experiences through the focus of
our thoughts, our words, and the
actions we take. Yet there are
nuances, clouded by history and
warped by those with agendas,
that, if not understood, can
sabotage our progress and keep
us stuck in circumstances that
seem out of our control. Mike
unpacks these subtleties with his
trademark irrepressible humor
and joy in this new explorer’s
guide to “the jungles of time and
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space.” Life on Earth probes the
mysteries and magic of our
reality, from past civilizations to
modern times, with an eye to the
immediate future, offering an
insider’s view of how we
humans create our experience
on earth literally from the ground
up, as Mike pulls back the
curtain on: • What it means to
say that “thoughts become
things” • Religions, secret
societies, and what the truth
really is • How to make sense of
natural disasters and manmade
tragedies • The ultimate goal of
life on earth (it’s simpler than
you think) As one of the featured
teachers in The Secret, Mike is
an internationally recognized
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expert in the science of
deliberate living and conscious
creation, known for taking a
rational approach to even the
deepest mysteries. Life on Earth
is filled with insight, inspiration,
and practical tools for mastering
the game of life and learning how
to build a better world.
Thank & Grow Rich
The Eagle and the Rose
Lorna Children's
Angels at My Fingertips: the
Sequel to Angels in My Hair
Infinite Possibilities (10th
Anniversary)
An Invitation to the Unseen
Realm

Documents the experiences of a
young Irish mystic who believes she
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has been communicating with angels
throughout her lifetime, sharing
inspirational insights while
explaining how her abilities are
linked to a unique capacity for
seeing typically invisible areas of
the spectrum. Reprint.
Angels at My Fingertips takes us
back to the territory that made
Angels in My Hair a million selling,
international bestseller. Stories of
Lorna's early life in rural Ireland, of
how angels helped and guided her
through traumatic events, lead to a
detailed description of what angels
are like, the different types of
angels, how they behave in interact
with God and other angels as well as
human beings, their role during our
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lives and after death. Angels at My
Fingertips also contains an account
of how Joe, her husband, who died
young in Angels in My Hair returns
to visit her. For the first time Lorna
reveals the role of the souls of our
loved ones who may return from
heaven briefly to help and guide us.
Information as detailed as this never
been published anywhere before
now. Since she went public about
her unprecedented gifts, Lorna's
reputation has grown. The Catholic
Church is at last beginning to show
recognition, asking her to speak in
churches, and leading American
theologian Matthew Fox has
compared her to the medieval saint,
Hildegard of Bingen. Her unique
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qualities have been recognised by
leading Islamic theologians too.
Lorna's last two books for have been
Sunday Times number one
bestsellers and Message of Hope
from the Angels was also the
number one bestselling MBS book
in the year it was published.
Lorna Byrne sees and talks with
angels every day of her life and has
done since she was a baby. As a
child Lorna was told by the angels
that her job on this earth was to
share the wisdom and knowledge
that God and the angels were giving
her. Here she reveals some of the
most extraordinarily detailed
information about angels and the
way they work in the world, that has
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ever been written down.
In THE EAGLE AND THE ROSE,
Rosemary Altea tells the remarkable
story of awakening to her psychic
gifts as a medium and healer. As
simple and honest as the story is
remarkable, THE EAGLE AND
THE ROSE describes how
Rosemary Altea is chosen to be the
voice of the spirit world¿how she is
taken under the wing of a Native
American spirit guide named Grey
Eagle and taught to use her
astonishing power to heal, go astraltravelling, and perform soul rescue.
Grey Eagle calls Rosemary "his
Rose" as he helps nurture her gift. In
the casebook section of THE
EAGLE AND THE ROSE are 10
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stories of astonishing impact - how a
woman decapitated in a train wreck
relives her traumatic death in
Rosemary Altea's body in order to
adjust to life in the hereafter; how a
tragic boating accident is predicted
months before the fact by Rosemary
Altea on a live radio show; how a
dead child convinces his mother that
he is safe with relatives on the spirit
plane. Behind all these moving
communications is Grey Eagle,
Rosemary's mentor, constant
companion, and friend. His spirit
pervades this book as he focuses the
spotlight on an important teaching:
Life may continue after death, but
how we behave on the Earth Plane
does count. Grey Eagle elevates the
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message in this book to a
transcendent level. He says, "We are
all souls and must treat each other
with kindness." We are not human
beings having a spiritual experience.
We are spiritual beings having a
human experience.
The Secret
Handbook of Nordic New Religions
Life on Earth
The Fascinating and Inspiring TrueLife Story of One of America's Most
Successful Clairvoyants
Adventures of a Psychic
Twenty-First-Century Judaism
In 1954 Dame Enid Lyons,
the first woman elected to
the Australian House of
Representatives, argued
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that radio had ‘created a
bigger revolution in the
life of a woman than
anything that has happened
any time’ as it brought
the public sphere into the
home and women into the
public sphere. Taking this
claim as its starting
point, Sound Citizens
examines how a cohort of
professional women
broadcasters, activists
and politicians used radio
to contribute to the
public sphere and improve
women’s status in
Australia from the
introduction of radio in
1923 until the
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introduction of television
in 1956. This book reveals
a much broader and more
complex history of women’s
contributions to
Australian broadcasting
than has been previously
acknowledged. Using a rich
archive of radio
magazines, station
archives, scripts,
personal papers and
surviving recordings,
Sound Citizens traces how
women broadcasters used
radio as a tool for their
advocacy; radio’s
significance to the
history of women’s
advancement; and how
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broadcasting was used in
the development of women’s
citizenship in Australia.
It argues that women
broadcasters saw radio as
a medium that had the
potential to transform
women’s lives and status
in society, and that they
worked to both claim their
own voices in the public
sphere and to encourage
other women to become
active citizens. Radio
provided a platform for
women to contribute to
public discourse and
normalised the presence of
women’s voices in the
public sphere, both
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literally and
figuratively.
From the Sunday Times
number one bestselling
author Lorna Byrne. In
this short ebook Lorna,
who sees angels with as
much clarity as the rest
of us see people, tells of
the special angels she
sees at Christmas. She
movingly describes the
Christmas angels she has
seen since she was a
child, dropping balls of
light onto each and every
home, helping us to
reconnect with our
memories of Heaven. Lorna
tells of the blessing
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angels who she sees
walking down from the sky
at this time of the year,
moving in a way that no
other angel does, and
reaching out to touch each
one of us. This book will
awaken the Christmas
spirit within all of us
with its message that
Christmas is about much
more than material things
- that Christmas is above
all at time for kindness
and love. THIS CHRISTMAS
THEMED BOOK CONTAINS: *The
special Christmas Message
of Hope chapter from Lorna
Byrne's number one
bestselling A Message of
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Hope from the Angels *A
Christmas prayer *An
interview with Lorna Byrne
For as long as he can
remember, Blake K. Healy
has seen angels and
demons. He sees them as
clearly as he would see
you if you were standing
right in front of him. He
sees angels dancing in
worship services and
whispering words of
encouragement in people’s
ears. He also sees demons
latching on to people and
perpetuating addiction and
bitterness in their
hearts. The Veil
chronicles how Blake
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matured in this gifting,
while overcoming the fear
and confusion of what he
saw, how he learned to use
his gift of seeing for
God’s glory, and how to
teach others to do the
same. This new and updated
version of The Veil also
includes a brief guide on
how to begin growing in
the gift of seeing in the
spirit yourself, as well
as an appendix of
scriptural references to
the spirit realm and
angels, along with Blake’s
commentary on these
passages.
Beautifully illustrated
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with photographs
representing different
aspects of the seasons,
and with quotes from
Lorna, this is the perfect
book for those looking to
keep their guardian angel
close to them at all
times. Lorna Byrne helps
you to recognise the
spiritual side of yourself
through the seasons of the
year. It is about
awakening and feeling
blessed in your life. It
is about knowing that you
are not alone, not even
for one second - your
guardian angel is right
there with you, the
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gatekeeper of your soul,
loving you
unconditionally. The Year
With Angels will enable
you to realise how much
you are loved and
cherished because inside
of you is a spiritual
being, your soul. Your
soul is that spark of
light that radiates so
brilliantly, like nothing
one has ever seen before,
and that is your spiritual
self.
Australian Women
Broadcasters Claim their
Voice, 1923–1956
A Message of Hope for the
Holiday Season
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Healing and Discovering
Ourselves
Legacy from the Stars
Starseeds What's It All
About?
A Message of Hope from the
Angels

This book identifies
eight key mechanisms
that can transform a set
of ideas into a
psychological flytrap.
The author suggests
that, like the black
holes of outer space,
from which nothing, not
even light, can escape,
our contemporary
cultural landscape
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contains numerous
intellectual blackholes—belief systems
constructed in such a
way that unwary passersby can similarly find
themselves drawn in.
While such self-sealing
bubbles of belief will
most easily trap the
gullible or poorly
educated, even the most
intelligent and educated
of us are potentially
vulnerable. Some of the
world’s greatest
thinkers have fallen in,
never to escape. This
witty, insightful
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critique will help
immunize readers against
the wiles of cultists,
religious and political
zealots, conspiracy
theorists, promoters of
flaky alternative
medicines, and others by
clearly setting out the
tricks of the trade by
which such insidious
belief systems are
created and maintained.
Publisher’s Note: A new,
expanded edition has
replaced this book under
the new title Visionary:
The Mysterious Origins
of Human Consciousness,
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this definitive edition
includes a new
Introduction by Graham
Hancock as well as
restored chapters that
were omitted from the
original paperback
release. Less than fifty
thousand years ago
mankind had no art, no
religion, no
sophisticated symbolism,
no innovative thinking.
Then, in a dramatic and
electrifying change,
described by scientists
as "the greatest riddle
in human history," all
the skills and qualities
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that we value most
highly in ourselves
appeared already fully
formed, as though
bestowed on us by hidden
powers. In Supernatural
Graham Hancock sets out
to investigate this
mysterious
"beforeandafter moment"
and to discover the
truth about the
influences that gave
birth to the modern
human mind. His quest
takes him on a detective
journey from the
stunningly beautiful
painted caves of
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prehistoric France,
Spain, and Italy to rock
shelters in the
mountains of South
Africa, where he finds
extraordinary Stone Age
art. He uncovers clues
that lead him to the
depths of the Amazon
rainforest to drink the
powerful hallucinogen
Ayahuasca with shamans,
whose paintings contain
images of "supernatural
beings" identical to the
animalhuman hybrids
depicted in prehistoric
caves. Hallucinogens
such as mescaline also
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produce visionary
encounters with exactly
the same beings.
Scientists at the
cutting edge of
consciousness research
have begun to consider
the possibility that
such hallucinations may
be real perceptions of
other "dimensions."
Could the
"supernaturals" first
depicted in the painted
caves be the ancient
teachers of mankind?
Could it be that human
evolution is not just
the "meaningless"
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process that Darwin
identified, but
something more purposive
and intelligent that we
have barely begun to
understand?
The New York Times
bestselling author,
teacher, and speaker
provides the next step
beyond his immensely
popular Notes from the
Universe trilogy with
this special 10th
anniversary edition of
the modern classic that
contains even more
enriching wisdom for
living an abundant,
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joyous life. We create
our own reality, our own
fate, and our own luck.
We are all filled with
infinite possibilities,
and it’s time to explore
how powerful we truly
are. With clear-eyed and
masterful prose,
Infinite Possibilities
effortlessly reveals our
true spiritual nature
and exactly what it
takes to find true
happiness and
fulfillment. Witty and
intelligent, this is
“the perfect book at the
perfect time. It is full
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of wisdom, answers, and
guidance—a unique
combination that is
guaranteed to help
anyone during times of
change and transition”
(Ariane de Bonvoisin,
bestselling author of
The First 30 Days). This
tenth anniversary
edition features a new
foreword by Bob Proctor
and a new introduction
from the author.
A set of tools for
mastering the one skill
standing between us and
success: the ability to
ask for the things we
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need to succeed. Imagine
you’re on a deadline for
a big project, and
feeling overwhelmed. Or
you're looking for a
job, but can't seem to
get your foot in the
door. Or you're dying
for tickets to a sold
out concert, and all
your leads have gone
cold. What do these
problems have in common?
They can all be solved
simply by reaching out
to a colleague, friend,
or wider network and
making an ask. Studies
show that asking for
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help makes us better and
less frustrated at our
jobs. It helps us find
new opportunities and
new talent. It unlocks
new ideas and solutions,
and enhances team
performance. And it
helps us get the things
we need outside the
workplace as well. And
yet, we rarely give
ourselves permission to
ask. Luckily, the
research shows that
asking—and getting—what
we need is much easier
than we tend to think.
Here, Wayne Baker shares
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a set of strategies—used
at companies like
Google, GM, and
IDEO—that individuals,
teams, and leaders can
use to make asking for
help a personal and
organizational habit,
including: • A quiz to
identify your askinggiving style • SMART
criteria for who, when,
and how to ask • “Plugand-play ” routines that
make requests a standard
component of meetings •
Mini-games that
incentivize asking
within teams • The
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Reciprocity Ring, a
guided activity that
allows people to tap
into the giving power of
a network Picking up
where the bestselling
book Give and Take left
off, All You Have to Do
Is Ask shows us how to
ignite the cycle of
giving and receiving by
asking for the things we
need. Advance praise for
All You Have to Do Is
Ask “Asking for help and
support has been a key
to my success. Wayne
Baker expertly shares
how everyone can do
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it.”—Shellye Archambeau,
former CEO,
MetricStream, and board
director, Verizon and
Nordstrom “Wayne Baker
shares the formula for
driving personal,
organizational, and
social change by tapping
the power of our teams
and networks for help.
This insightful book is
a must-read for anyone
seeking practical and
proven solutions to make
our workplaces and world
a better place.”—Noel
Tichy, professor,
University of Michigan,
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and author of Judgment
and Control Your Destiny
or Someone Else Will
The Year With Angels
The New Age, Christian
Faith, and the Battle
for Souls
Seven Stories for
Children
A Short eBook Collection
of Inspirational Writing
for the Festive Period
Sound Citizens
An eShort
Over the past dozen years or so, an
increasingly disproportionate
percentage of new religions scholars
have arisen in Nordic countries, which
now teach at universities in Denmark,
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Finland, Norway, Sweden and the
Baltic countries. Nordic New
Religions, co-edited with Inga B.
Tøllefsen, surveys this rich field of
study in this area of the world,
focusing on the scholarship being
produced by scholars in this region of
northern Europe.
An Irish mystic talks about her
encounters with angels and other
spiritual beings, discussing how these
entities exist as guardians and
companions to every person and
provide comfort and guidance in
every stage of life.
Noonan's tumultuous life, and her
return to her original faith after a
series of powerful inner experiences,
are the subjects of this absorbing
account of spiritual quest and rebirth.
Bestselling author and mystic Lorna
Byrne teaches us how to have more
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compassion for both ourselves and
others and to see all the love around
us in this powerful and moving
book̶perfect for fans of Louise Hay
and Doreen Virtue. Lorna Byrne, an
Irish mystic, has been seeing angels
since she was a baby, but she sees
even more than that. In Love from
Heaven, she reveals for the first time
that she sees love as a physical force.
Lorna first became conscious that the
angels were teaching her about love
when she was five years old, and
today she can see how love manifests
in each of us. She sees that newborn
babies are full of pure love and that
many teenagers and adults seem
surrounded at the heart level by a
transparent but ironlike band, which
restricts that love. We are all pure
love, but nine out of ten of us have
locked away most of this love within
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ourselves. This love remains there,
though̶indestructible and ready to
be released, if only we can learn to
love ourselves first. Love from Heaven
will transform the way you think
about love, stir up the love within,
and make you more compassionate,
leading to a happier life for you and
those around you.
All You Have to Do Is Ask
Spontaneous Evolution
Our Positive Future and a Way to Get
There From Here
A guide to living lovingly through the
seasons
Meetings with the Ancient Teachers
of Mankind
My Guardian Angel, My Best Friend

“Enthralling, searching,
profound, an extraordinarily
powerful work on Jewish
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identity in the twenty-first
century.”—Rabbi Lord
Jonathan Sacks A bold
proposal for discovering
relevance in Judaism and
ensuring its survival, from a
pioneering social activist,
business leader, and fighter
pilot in the Israeli Air Force
God Is in the Crowd is an
original and provocative
blueprint for Judaism in the
twenty-first century. Presented
through the lens of Tal
Keinan’s unusual personal
story, it a sobering analysis of
the threat to Jewish continuity.
As the Jewish people has
become concentrated in just
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two hubs—America and
Israel—it has lost the subtle
code of governance that
endowed Judaism with
dynamism and relevance in
the age of Diaspora. This
code, as Keinan explains, is
derived from Francis Galton’s
“wisdom of crowds,” in which
a group’s collective
intelligence, memory, and
even spirituality can be
dramatically different from,
and often stronger than, that
of any individual member’s.
He argues that without this
code, this ancient people—and
the civilization that it
spawned—will soon be extinct.
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Finally, Keinan puts forward a
bold and original plan to
rewrite the Jewish code,
proposing a new model for
Judaism and for community in
general. Keinan was born to a
secular Jewish family in
Florida. His interest in
Judaism was ignited by a
Christian minister at his New
England prep school and led
him down the unlikely path to
enlistment in the Israel Air
Force. Using his own dramatic
experiences as a backdrop,
and applying lessons from his
life as a business leader and
social activist, Keinan takes
the reader on a riveting
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adventure, weaving between
past, present, and future, and
fusing narrative with theory to
demonstrate Judaism’s value
to humanity and chart its path
into the future. Advance praise
for God Is in the Crowd
“Beautifully written, brilliantly
argued, this is a unique
contribution to the
conversation and a must read
for anyone concerned with
Jewish continuity.”—Yossi
Klein Halevi, author of Letters
to My Palestinian Neighbor
“God Is in the Crowd blends
social science, economics,
religion, and national identity
to help us see more clearly
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who we are as individuals,
people, and a society.”—Dan
Ariely, author of The Upside of
Irrationality “American, Israeli,
entrepreneur, fighter pilot, and
investor: Keinan’s diagnosis
of Israel and the Jewish
Diaspora is provided through
the lens of a rich and gripping
life story. Keinan’s
contribution is indispensable
to the debate about the future
of the Jewish people.”—Dan
Senor, co-author of Start-up
Nation
Lorna Byrne sees & talks with
angels every day of her life.
When Lorna's husband died,
her world fell apart. In this
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book she tellsthe story of how
she pulled her life back
together & how she started to
spread the angels' message.
Imbued with a love for
journalism by a father who is
subsequently killed, Maggie
Chen interns at a Seattle
newspaper and vows to clear
her father's name of criminal
allegations, an endeavor that
leads her to research her
family's connections to the
Chinese Exclusion Era.
Describes how guardian
angels are present, supporting
and protecting everyone, and
how they can be called upon
for their help in making life
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happier and more fulfilling.
Supernatural
God Is in the Crowd
Angels at My Fingertips
A Remarkable True Story
Ransomed from Darkness
Chasing Death: Losing a Child
to Suicide
Welcome to the fascinating world of the
Angelic Akashic Records. This is for
people just learning who want to do
readings for themselves or
professionally. This can also be for the
more advanced intuitive reader that
wants to add to their current skill set.
This book focuses on accessing our
book of life also known as the Akashic
Records. Learn how to work with the
Angel realm in these types of readings.
Grow a deeper bond with your Angel
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team that takes care of you every day.
Then meet new ones including
Archangels. They will become your
allies in all types of readings and energy
work as needed. You are not just
learning how to do a reading but
creating a lifelong bond with these
Divine beings. The Angels will help you
to feel safe and secure as you explore
your spiritual abilities that everyone has
naturally. Learn the basics of the
Angelic Access Prayer to use in the
Akashic Records. This will guide you in
being able to gain information on the
past, present, or a possible future. Dive
deep into your own Records to see
previous lifetimes or what happens inbetween them. You can open the
Akashic Records for any person, place,
or thing. People often use the records to
learn about their home, pets, business,
and even locations around the globe.
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Talk to a departed loved one or pet.
Open your Records for inspiration to
write a book, music, or create art. The
Akashic Records are unlimited.
Explore, learn, achieve, and grow by
utilizing this simple method to access
your true potential. Are you ready?
How Angels and Our Loved Ones Help
Guide Us
The 360 Fast Track to Mastering
Ascension
Prayers from the Heart
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